Let's improve & extend existing daily rail service to link:

Cincinnati-Indianapolis-Chicago

Why Rail?

✓ Trains are affordable but have spacious reclining seats to relax & have cafes with food/drinks, WiFi & tables to get work done.
✓ Driving is unproductive, stressful & vulnerable to bad weather.
✓ Flying means going far south to CVG or far north to DAY.
✓ Buses are uncomfortable and roads won't safely allow speeds to exceed 70 mph.

Why invest in Rail?

▪ Rail supports economic development around stations.
▪ Ohio & Indiana ranked 1st & 2nd in Midwest rail jobs.
▪ New investment in rail will boost jobs in construction, manufacturing & spin-off housing/retail/offices.
▪ Cincinnati must compete with Chicago, St. Louis, Detroit & other Midwest cities gaining 110 mph trains.

How can you help?

★ Join us at allboardohio.org or e-mail info@allboardohio.org
★ Receive informative newsletters, e-mails, tweets and more!
★ Attend All Aboard Ohio coordination meetings to help out!